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Assumes Oregon Post July 1
e

avis
Meeting Set
For Input
On Search
Procedure

Manuel Franco
University of New Mexico
President William E. ''Bud" Davis
will leave UNM June 30 to become
chancellor of the Oregon System of
Higher Education the next day.
Davis accepted the Oregon post
March J2 after negotiations fell
, through between the Oregon 1Joard
of Higher Education and its firsi
choice for chancellor, Indiana
Commissioner
for
Higher

o
Education George Weathersby.
Davis had withdrawn his name
from the list of candidates March 1
after the board decided to delay
negotiations with Weathersby.
Davis said one of his biggest
accomplishments while at UNM
was "that we added almost 200 new
faculty posts to cut tlown on the
number of large classes.
"We have increased our research
programs significantly,'' he said.
"The library has increased. Better

Manuel Franco
The University of New Mcl(ico
Board of Regents will meet
Wednesday from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Roberts Room on the third floor of
Scholes Hall to listen to comments
on the search for a new UNM
president.
Persons attending the meeting
will be asked to comment on the
makeup of the presidential search
committee and the procedure to be
followed in choosing a new
president,
Regents' President Henry
Jaramillo Jr. has said the regents
will probably pick a 12-member
search committee composed of two
regents, two vice presidents, two
college deans, two faculty mem·
bers, two alumni and two students.
The regents will also choose an
interim president before Davis
leaves UNM June 30, Jaramillo
said.
The regents held a closed meeting
March IS after their regular
meeting and tried to identify
materials they will study in selecting
the new president... There are some

eave
than 25 percent of the books we have excellent new organization in
have now were acquired in the last the student services area.
few years.
''Also, l think the development
"I'm very proud of the main- of the medical center has been
tenance and development of the phenomenal under the leadership of
campus. I think (Physical Plant Dean (Leonard) Napolitano.
Director) Floyd Williams and his
"And on a personal note, l'm
staff take a lot of pride in how the very proud of the Presidential
campus looks and now I think ies Scholarship program. We've also
one of the most beautiful campuses started some endowed chairs.
in the country.
"We've had excellent legislative
"With the Student Services support," Davis said. "And the
Building being added, I think we support of two strong governors
who believe in education - Jerry
Apodaca and Bruce King.
Davis said there was no one he
would prefer to succeed him as
UNM president. "That will be the
decision of the Board (of Regen·
ts)/' hesaid.
Davis said in a March 12
prepared statement that "I wm miss
our many friends on and off
campus. But I believe the opportunity to provide leadership to
the Oregon statewide system of
higher education is a professional
opportunity which I cannot pass

over.
. "1 am verY proud of the
University of New Mexico," Davis
said in his statement. "There is a
spirit ofvitality and progressiveness
at UNM and much is being accomplished. I will miss being part
ofits exciting future.
"I want the citizens of New
Mexico to know how much I have
appreciated their suport and interest in UNM, manifested in many
ways during my years at UNM,"
Davis said. "UNM has much going
for it, including a fine faculty,
wonderful students, and unique
and
aesthetically
beautiful
facilities. I will miss them all
deeply."
Davis will replace 65-year-old
Roy D. Lieuallen, who is retiring
after 20 years as chancellor.
Davis came to UNM in 1975 after
10 years as president of Idaho State
University. He has also held administrative posts at the University
of Colorado and the University of
Wyoming.
As chancellor, Davis will oversee
Oregon's system of eight post·

continued on pege11

President
To Further
Acadentic
Successes
William E. ''Bud" Davis'
decision to become chancellor of
the Oregon State Higher Education
System culminates 3J years of
experience in varioU!I educationlll
positions.

William E. ''Bud" Davis

continued on p11ge 11

Johnson Praises Davis' Work at UNM
Roberl Sanchez

Marvin D. 11Swede" Johnson
praised outgoing president WiUiam
Born Feb, 15, 1929, in Wamego, E. "Bud., Davis for his work as
Kan., Davis graduated in 1951 from head of the state's largest
the University of Colorado with a university. He also said it would be
bachelor of science degree in difficult to replace him.
physical education. He received his
Johnson, vice president . for
master of arts degree in. education student affairs and alumni relations
administration. ill 1958 from the and development, said Davis's
University of Northern Colorado decision to accept the position as
and his doctorate in higher chancellor of the Oregon State
education in J%3 from the Higher Education System is a loss
University of Colorado.
toUNM.
Davis has been president ·Of the
"Bud's been president of a state
University of New Mexieo since university longer than most
1975, He and his wife, Polly, live presidents. I'd think' he'll do well in
on the UNM cam11us in a house Oregon.'' Johnson said.
provided for him as president.
"lt is a very distinguished system
continued onpefltl11 itt Oregon," Johnsott said. "He

(Davis) is well qualified."
Johnson said that UNM will
experience a loss when Oavis leaves
because of hls contacts with the
Legislature, the community and the
alumni.
"If we don't get somebody like
Oavis, we could be in trouble,''
Johnson said. "He's done very well
with the Legislature. lf you've got a
president responsive to the
Legislature 1 who meets them on
their tutff
there is no
problem ••• The most important
quality a president of a state
university must have is the ability to
work with the legislature so it will
have the confidence to appropriate
money to the university.
"He was very good in active
recruitment of students, the

University•s relationship with the
community and on working with
legislators," Johnson said. 11 He
even visited them in their own
homes. How many presidents do
that?''
Johnson said he would not
speculate on who might become the
next president of UNM but be did
say he was not interested i11 ap•
plying for the job.
"No, I don't think I would want
it," Johnson said. "With all they
make presidential candidates go
through nowadays, it's just not
worth it.
He said, "The next president will
have to continue to build on the
strengths Davis has developed.''

Men1in o. "Swede"Johnson
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COLLEGE GRADS •• EDUCATION • MATH/SCIENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
FRENCH
WANTED FOR
• IICJII£
• MATH ECON.
INTERNATIONAL •• 1HE
NURSING
SCIENCES
•
PROJECTS
YOU CAN BECOME IIIVOLYED Ill AN NPORTANT,
MEANINGFUL MOVEMENT FOR WORLD PEACE AS A
PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER. AND HELP PEOPL.E IN A
THIR!).WORLD COUNTRV WITH PROBLEMS OF POV·
ERlY, HUNGER, AND DISEASE.

IF YOU ARE WIWNG TO SHARE YOUR IKIU.S WITH

PEOPL.E WHO N.AUV NEED THEM AND ARE ABLE
TO PUT OFF CLIMBING THAT LADDER, GmiNG
THOSE BENEFITS, AND ACCUMULATING POSSES·
liONS, CONSIDER THE PEACE CORPS AS AN AL·
1ERNATIVE FOR 1WO YEARS OF YOUR UF£.

SEE rA"f\JS ftPI6ENTATIVE:
Audon Trujillo, Peace Corps Recruiter
Permanent Campus Office:
Latin American Institute
801 Yale, NE
Phone: 277-2961
Office Hours: Monday-Thursday 8 AN-Noon
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Michael Gallegos to
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Michael Gallegos, presidential candidate
ASUNM
Lobby Committee
Chairman,
Michael Gallegos,
officially announced his candidacy
for ASUNM President. Gallegos
will be listed in ,he Number 2 ballot
position for the March 31 Election.

Gallegos also served as the Lobby
Committee chairman for the
student state"widc organization:
Associated Siud.ents of New Mexico
(ASNMJ. He directed the state-wide
effort which was instrumental in

World News

For Columbia's Liftoff
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UP!) - Astronauts Jack Lousma
and Gordon Fullerton put in some
final landing practice Sunday and
everything looked rosy for their
takeoff Monday on the space
shuttle Columbia's third mission.
· The countdown clock ticked
along right on the money for their
takeoff at 8. a.m. MST on the weeklong 115-orbit mission to "wring
out" the reusable Winged space
freighter an(! bring it back at a new
spot: the barren highlands of New
Mexico. The scheduled landing at
the previously used field in
California's Mojave Desert was
rained out.
If it goes on time, Columbia will
register a new first; both earlier
flights were plagued by long delays
because of various equipment
breakdowns..
At White Sands Missile Range,
landing supjJort crews set up their
newly arrived equipment to process
the shuttle when it lands there on
March 2.9 - or if it has to touch
down there on the first orbit in
some emergency.
The only possible hitch would be
unfavorable conditions at the
Northrup Strip at White Sands, an
area prone to high winds at this
time of year,

Using a twin-engine jet rigge(l to
approach and touch down just like
the Columbia, the astronauts
practiced for the emergency landing
they would have to make at the 3mile concrete runway near the
launch pad if something went awry
during the early part of their
takeoff.

Free 9 oz. glass of

SQUEEZED ORANGE JUI~&..I-

Then Lousma and Fullerton went
to the pad for a look at their winged
spaceship, hooked to its 154-foot
external fuel tank and the two 149foot, reusable solid-fuel rockets purveyors of the raw power needed
to kick the 2239-ton assembly
skyward .
"When you look at the big bird
too close, you know, it looks kind
of awesome," Lousma said. ''But
when you get in the cockpit, it's just
like home and I'm confident that
we're not going to have any qualms
or any reservations about getting in
tomorrow."

with purchase of breakfast or hamburger($1,20 or morel

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

"You can't ask for better
weather than this and I think that's
a good omen. We really feel like
that's the way the flight's going to
be- just as pretty as the weather,"
Fullerton said.
"If I had any .more training, I'd
be overtrained ...

255-3696
next to
McDonalds
M·F 8am'9pm
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Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S189 with coupon
Open at
Reg. •2"
11:00 Daily
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
expires 3·28·82
'5231 Central NW
·11200 Montgomery NE

Sub Com
Meal
2.50
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Com• S.• Albuquetque'a Onl.v
10c POPCORN mACHINE!
(and t1J It out)

Harry~!ElHI9~H!OGS
(next to the Lobo Campus Pharmacy)

All NEW Video Game Room!
•

VIdeo Game PIWmler •

This coupon good ONLY
with valid student or
military lb. Limit one
per New Donor Not good .
with other coupons
·

Spaghetti
Dinner
2.25

cooked salami, spiced ham,
american cheese, 16oz drink
& fries

(1~~~

includes salad
& garlic bread

willlOOOpOnlhru 3-2U2

Game Coupon

good fot i1.25 In 111:9~~ Gam•• (no obligation)
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e CHILl DOG • BEER e
(may substitute soft drink if under 21)

all for only $1.50 with coupon.
+one FREE video game!
(a $2.60 value)
Coupon good March 22, 23,

Expires 3·26·82

New Donors accepted
From 12:30 to 3:30 pili
Monday through Friday
Present this COI~IJ(IA. for a $5.00
13onus . First

ALBUQUERQUE BARBER COLLEGE
3215 Central NE
266-4900
no appointment necessary
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Auto Negotiators
Continue Talks

ASUNM Senate, as a Senate
Finance Committee member, and
as a member of two joint facultystudent committees: Student
Standards and Grievances and New
DETROIT (lJPI) - In a session
Mexico Union Board.
that began more than 2.4 hours
As President, Gallegos plans to earlier, United Auto Workers and
seek from the New Mexico General Motors negotiators atLegislature a $2.5 million ap- tempted Sunday to clear hurdles in
propriation for library acquisitions, the path of a concessionary cona $5 million Work"study Bill and tract settlement.
student voting membership o~ the
A profit-sharing plan and the
Board of Regents and Board of ultimate fate of seven doomed GM
Eductional Finance.
plants were believed to be the two
Gallegos also plans to reorganize major issues standing in the way of
ASUNM's Entertainment Com- agreement.
mittees, in order to provide
A source indicated the two sides
student.s with more on-campus could not agree on what percentage
entcrtamment. He also claims that of profits GM workers would
reorganization of the Entertainment share.
Commiuees will eliminate waste
UAW Vice President owen
and duplication of efforts. There is Bieber said negotiators have yet to
however, one priority that Gallegos settle the (ate of seven plants that
sees as the most important of all OM announced it would close
and that is the achievement of ~ following the breakdown of talks
0% tuition increase for next year, Jan, 28. The second round of talks
rtnd the future.
began Mofiday.
Gallegos is a 2.3 year old senior
The company wants a freeze on
from Las Vegas and Santa Fe New wages and an 18-month deferral of
Mexico majoring in Econ~mics Cost•of-Living
Allowance
payments.
In return, GM would give the
union a two-year moratorium on
plant closings plus limits on the
practice of fanning out
company's
Paid for by the
Work to non-union and foreign
Elect sources, OM also has pledged to
guarantee ihcome for veieran
Michael Gallegos
workers.

Central

or

for ASUNM President

the passage of the Nation's first
state sponsored Work-study -Bill (I
million dollars). the Work-study
Bill will provide hundreds of job
opportunities for students,
Gallegos was also the driving
force which secured the lowest
tuition increase in over7 years. This
same Legislative session yielded
other victories as well for New
Mexico students: The procurement
of S million dollars of science and
engineering equipment for New
Mexico colleges, of which UNM
will receive 2 million dollars,
Gallegos also assisted UNM's
administration in obtaining the
soon to be built Student Services
Building (6.3 million dollars). It
was these successes that prompted
many UNM Administrators and
state legislators to remark that this
years legislative effort by the
students has been the most successful in ASUNM's history.
Through Gallegos' efforts, the
student voice has been heard
nationally as well. The Lobby
Committee sponsored a petition
drive and call-in campaign to New
Mexico Senator Harrison Schmitt's
office. that was so successful it was
adopted as a model for the nationwide call-in campaign, tWo Weeks
ago.
Prior to this year, Gallegos
served in a number of ASUNM
leadership roles. He has served as
President Pro-tempore of the

2206

Breakfast

Lunch

Mount St. Helens Gives Signs
Volcanic Action May Persist
VANCOUVER, Wash. (UPI)- since the twin eruptions Friday
Mount St. Helens, showing signs its night and early Saturday.
latest eruptive period may not be
Scientists had expected the
over, puffed steam into the sky eruption like the mild eruptions
Sunday while occasional small that have characterized the
earthquakes rattled its surface.
volcano's activity since its last
explosive eruption in October 1980.
Scientists admitted the mountain
The sudden activity unleashed a
may display yet more activity and torrent of mud and water down the
continued their examination by mountain's north side, forcing
flying into the volcano's steaming evacuation of more than 70 families
crater.
in the Toutle River valley but
causing little flooding,
Seismologists recorded a pair of
Dr. Craig Weaver of the United
earthquakes
around
midnight
Saturday in the 2.0 range on the States Geological Survey said the
Richter scale, the largest tremors explosive eruption probably was
caused by an obstruction in the
conduit through which molten rock
has been moving up into the crater
for more than a year.

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken

•

I

-~

·-':

t

HAIRCUTS
for only
$2.50

Instructors
Jess Trujillo and Gene Varoi
All worlc done by st~dents
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Forum

New Tracer of Cancer Developed
Lauren Miller

Commentary by Ray Abeyta and Elizabeth Cohen

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Athletic Penitents Fill Par Course
It is Spring and they come out from thewQodwork.
They are fleshy and milk white. They look like they
are emerging from a long winter of inactivity. For
months they have lived on hot chocolate and Fromier
sweetrolls. And then there was Christmas: an orgy of
television and fruitcake. They feel guilty. Newly attired
in pclyester jogging suits and eightY dollar sne<lkers,
they embark on missions of pain and self punishmem.
Here comes one now, puffing around a corner. He
bends, contorts his body into an unbearable posture
and flexes his body into a number of painful positions.
It hurts to watch him.
There is more to this than meets the eye, however,
as we soon see. Another body approaches, mimics
the first with a frightfully similar project of pain. There
is a method to this madness. Maybe it's a new religion
- an obscure sect that requires members to dress in
e~pensive highly identifiable clothing and publically
embarrass themselves. They breathlessly run from one
p1ace to another in an overture of movements that
emphasize their slow staggering inabilities to the point
of agony.

That's it. It is a new religion. They are just one more
new cult like the hundreds of others that have swept
campuses all over the country over the last decade.
The converts are forced to push them$elves to their
physical limits in public. All around the campus there
are small torture devices, complete with written instructions where they pause for yet one more ritual of
agony. They call this circuit of stopping places the Par
Course, Frdm an anthropological perspective. this
practice· is remarkably similar to certain penitental rites
practicad by secret societies dedicated to the passions
of the Stations of the Cross.
The objectives of this cult, as far as we can tell,
seem oriented toward the worship of the body and
attaining a higher state of physical perfection according to the Gospel of Mass Media.
Well, here comes another one, rounding the bend
headed for station three. Muscles flex, chest heaves,
his face turns a color oddly resembling a plum, This is
strange and unusual punishment, to be sure. Let's
hope his body survJVes long enough to enjoy the
desired state.

me
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Letters

WIPP Comments Called 'Insult'
Editor:
Earlier this year, the broadcasters of the state voted
the Dept. of Energy's decision to go ahead wlth the
nuclear waste dump, WIPP, as the #1 news story of
the year in New Mexico. WIPP is a key issue that will
affect our state for many years.
John Irick, a candidate for the Republican
nomination for Governor.. spoke at UNM several
weeks ago. The Lobo quoted him concerning WIPP as
saying, "I've always been for it. My neighbors and Los
Alamos have never had any problems with it:'
Last July, in a speech in Carlsbad, Irick said, "I have
always been for the project." None of his neighbors
who were scientists, he explained at that tirne, had
ever said the WIPP would be a health hazard.

Of course, between last summer and now, tests
have discovered brine at the WIPP site, that scientists
say could underlie as much as 3/4 of the site, thereby
posing grave concerns about site stability and possible

threats to the health of future generations, should
WIPP be built.
Some of the top scientists in the state are very
concerned about the implications of the brine finding.
But apparently, once candidate John Irick makes up
his mind and comes up with a campaign position, he
just repeats the same words over and over, as if
repetition would make it so.
Some of these top scientists in the state are here at
UNM. Some of the scientists here have studied the
Delaware Basin Iwhere WIPP is being constructed) for
more years than anyone else and have been warning
for years about possible geologic problems affecting
WIPP site stabilitY.
For John Irick, a possible future governor of our
state, to come here to this UniversitY, where important parts of the research on WIPP has been done,
and make the statements as he did, about scientists
"never having any problem with WIPP" is an Insult to
the intelligence of the students and faculty here.
Lenny Perlman

Cheers Given International Center Head
Editor:
Bravo for Joana McNamara and the International
Affairs Committeelt
While serving as ASUNM finance chairman I had
many opportunities to work with loana, and I must say
it was very refreshing to observe such a dedicated

person with the compassion that she shows toward an
the students of UNM. As director of the International
Center she has brought a reputation of
professionalism and respect to this ASUNM service.
Keep up the good work, loana.
Matthew Baca
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Editor:
I have a brother who is a schizophrenic - he's spent two one-year
intervals at the Las Vegas State Hospital. That institution and
various others (i.e., the St. Louis, Mo. authorities, who felt another
state should have the upkeep of him - their Pub. Def. threatened
that Richard might be kept in jail - where he was being raped, etc,
- for months before they could finally get him processed and to
their mental institution, if someone didn't send plane fare so they
could release him out of the state) keep trying to sluff him off.
!You'd think, for that reason, that Soc. Security would be glad to
pay him his little disability check every month, in lieu of total upkeep,
but no - they require a person to ·have the responsibility to fill out
papers, get to appointments, etc., in order to prove a disability
whose quality is such that he hasn't go the responsibility to do those
things!)
Anyway, I've been paying his (cheap) apartment bills and feeding
him every day, till he gets his check. Last Thurs., he was arrested for
battery (on an officer) and resisting arrest. He was behaving
strangely and annoying people, and the officer tried to get him to
leave a place (the SUB, as it happens).
Admittedly, he's hard to deal with, but I imagine the officer, in
typical aggressive !they call it "being authoritative" in police
school), peace-keeping fashion, approached him in exactly the
wrong way.
I still haven't gotten to the point: I now have the difficult decision
of whether to try to get Richard committed by having his Pub. Def.
refer his case, or let him plead guilty and probably be released, or
(this is the risk) spend time in jail.
So, I called the UNM Police to try to get info. to make a decision.
Thirty seconds into a conversation with Capt. Cox, he got offended,
told me he would talk to me again if I could be civil, and hung up. I
had asked if I could speak with the arresting officer, and told him
why - a bit of the above background - and he asked if I was the
next-of-kin (a rather impertinent question, coming unqualified as if
did with reasons for the request}, and suggested my mother should
be the one (to get Richard committed, I guess he meant).
Being Impatient with this sidetrack (none of his business), I answered that I had a psychiatrist who was willing to make the
necessary statement. Perhaps my tone was a bit disrespectful. He
took umbrage, repeated the above next-of-kin business for an
unknown reason, made the already-mentioned suggesion about
civility and hung up ..
Very angry, I went to the polfce bldg. His first comment with a
forgiving smile, was, "Are you ready to be civil now?"
'
I may not have behaved with the best of judgement. I'm sorry I
called an officer of the Jaw an "asshole," but this was only after he
walked away in the middle of my speech on the art of communication.
.It's because police authorities (and other bureaucrats) treat people
th1s way that penal and mental institutions do no good. No wonder
people come out completely ruined; how much more Power- total
physical power - must the petty sadists have over them there.
lnc~rceration and Jaw:keeping. should be a regrettable formality,
not a license to exact soCial obed1ence.
Jan M. Deininger

Kennedy:S Words Remembered
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Editor:
ln. "Commentary by Craig Chrissinger: Reagan's f=aliacies
Obv1ous" !March
he wrote ~hat "Reagan has consistently
pr.omoted more mtiltary strength mstead of seriously negotiating
w1th the other world powers."
That caused me to recall President John F. Kenneay'swords from
his Jnaugrual Address:
·~N~ dare not tempt them with weakness ... Let us never
negotla!eout of fear. But let us never fearto negotiate,"
Arthur H. Prince

.11,

A technique that more accurately
traces the spread of cancer using
less radiation has been developed
by the University of New Mexico
College of Pharmacy and Summa
Medical Corp.
Dr. Buck Rhodes, UNM clinical
pharmacy professor and vice
president cif the scientific !lffairs
ctivision of Summa Medical Corp.,
has W(lrked on the project since
1977.
The tech11ique allows doctors to
better identify cancer cells by using
au>ibodies that react with c;mcer
cells treated with Technetium 99m,
a radioactive isotope with a half-life.
of six hours, The market name for
the radioactive tracer is Tumortec,
a monoclonal anti-HCG beta
(ab1)2 compound.
"It's the difference between a
candle and a light bulb, The images
are brighter and increases our
ability to see the cancers. The
radioactive exposure is much lower
to the patient than with other
radioactive tracers," Rhodes says.
After the cancer is located,
.chemotherapy, cobalt or heat
treatments, or combinations of
these are applied, Rhodes says.
Institutions have previously used
1-131, labeled antibodies,
to
identify cancer. 1-131 is material
that exposes t)le patient to more
radiation than the new technique.
Cancers were als(l not as bright
and easy to see with 1-131 as with
Technetium 99m.
Researchers will be submitting
applications to the federal
government and various research
committees in the next few months
for permission to routinely use
Technetium 99m in Canada.
Although the drug is still under
investigation, it is used in one
Canadian hospital.
Rhodes says researchers constantly receive letters from cancer
patients willing to pay their way to
Canada, to be tested with the drug.
But because the drug is still being
investigated, Canadian doctors will
not treat Americans in Canada,
Rhodes says.
There are over 10 million nuclear
medicine studies each year in the
United States,
says Rhodes.
"Eighty-five percent of these are
done With Technetium 99m."
"The task is to set up every
hospital with equipment to take
pictures, inject Technetium into the
blood stream, determine what the
distribution (of cancer cells) is and
take a picture of it," Rhodes says.
Rhodes says that nuclear
medicine studies could also be used
when X-rays are unable to show
hairline bone fractures.
"For example, if you were
skiing, and got a hairline fracture in
one of your legs and doctors
couldn't sec it on X-rays, you
would require a nuclear medicine
study. Doctors can't see it at the
actual physical level (using
Technetium),
but
at
the
biochemical level, there would be
actual discontinuity.''
"We would then attach the
Technetium 99m to a substance that
has a very high affinity for bone
lesions and inject that into the
blodd stream, wait a couple df
hours, take pictures of the entire

body, and sure enough, there would
be an accumulation of Technetium
99m 11t the hairline fracture,"
Rhodes says.
Rhodes
says
injecting
Technetium 99m is painless and
safe.
''We've been dong studies with
Technetium 99m for years, It's just
now that were finding a way to
apply it specifically to cancer," he
says.
Within a few years, Technetium
99m may be used to predict a
person's chances for getting cancer,
Rhodes says. Right now, it is used
primarily on patients with
diagnosed cancer, he says.
"One of our patients was a
young man with testicular cancer,
which grows rapidly and is very
dangerous," Rhodes says. "This
type of cancer happens to put O\lt a
substance called HCG. HCG is the
substance that is put out by the
embryo at implantation and is used
in pregnancy tests. Somebody with
testicular cancer will have a positive
pregnancy test because the same
hormone is developed.
'·'After a blood test is taken at the
hospital and surgery has removed
the source of cancer, the HCG level
will drop off.
"Usually, they wilJ keep
measuring the level of HCG in the
blood stream about once every
three months, to see of it has

spread," Rhodes says.
"If it has spread, but they don't
know where, they will do the
imaging
study
using
the
Technetium 99m to trace the
ca.ncer. Ordinarily, doctors would
have to wait about two or three
months for the new growth to
appear on X-rays," Rhodes says.
Rhodes says Albuquerque
hospitals are not using Technetium
99m yet because it is still considered
experimental. He says that doctors
at UNM's Cancer Ce.nter are eager
to begin treating patients with
overian cancer using Technetium
99m.
"Hopefully we will get through
all of the red tape that is required
and begin using the treatment. It's
just a matter of paperwork," he
says.
Rhodes says if a person wants the
1-131 test, he would have to go to
the Univer~ity of Kentucky where
they are conducting radioactive
tracer studies with cancer patients.
He says they may take approximately 100 a year,
Future treatments of cancer will
stem out of research done in immunotherapy, developed out of
work done with the monoclonal
antibodies, Rhodes say·s.
Rhodes says he predicts that
within five years, researchers will
begin preliminary testing of an anticancer vaccine.

UNM Crisis Center

AGORA

The center will be holding
orientation for new volunteers
Wednesday March 25, 7:30pm
If you ar~ interested in becoming a volunteer
in a para-professional organization please
attend this meeting or call277 -3013 for more
information.
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Here's hoping you had
a niceSpring Break.
This week's specials at

Volunteers Sought
A physician from the University
of New Mexico School of Medicine
is recruiting volunteers to help test
the effectiveness of a new bronchodilator drug for controlling
asthma .
Participants should be between
the ages of 14 and 65, asthmatic,
and have no other major health
problems •
All blood wdrk, physical
examinations, pnlmdnary
evaluations,
electrocardiograms
and drugs administered as part'or
the study will be free df charge •
Fdr mdrc information, call Dr.
Andre Van As or his nurse, Jean
· Fishel, at 265-1711, extension 3166.
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Regents Oppose Leasing of Land
Division of Physical Therapy

Manuel Franco

at the School of Medicine is seeking 30 participants
in a pain threshold study. Subjects will be hospitalized for 24 hours during which time 460 ml of blood
will be collected. Subjects will receive three meals
and fifty dollars for their participation. Call 2775756 for more information.
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The Universi\y of New Mexico
Board of Regents opposed the
possible leasing of !5(Xl acres of
UNM trust land for use as a city
landfill at ils 1\larch meeting last
Monda)'.
The land, just south of the
Albuquerque International Airport, is controlled by the state land
commissioner but UNM receives all
benefits gained from the land, such
as re1•enue from selling or leasing
the land.
The regents expressed no opposition to the present use of such
land to temporarily store treated

I
I
g
.6
UNM Vice President for Business
=
I= and Finance John Perovich tolr;l the
s~wage.

1
1I

--------------.~----------~

regents the value of the surrounding
land would decrease if the 1500
acres is used for a landfill.
Although UNM does not control
the land, "I would like the regents
to express concern about this,"
Perovich said.
"l don't see how we'll benefit
from this," UNM President
William E. "Bud" Davi:; said.
Gene Romo, the city's Department of Services deputy director,
said a new landfill will be needed in
12 to 14 months when the landfill
on Los Angeles Avenue becomes
full.
Romo said the site was chosen
after a study of possible sites was
conducted and was approved by the
Bernalillo County Planning
Commission and the state.
The 1500 acres the city wants is
of an 11,000-acre tract ofstate land
"hich is supposed to be run for the
benefit of UNM.
Perovich pointed outthat a I 500acre landfill could be user;! for 50
years, yet the city wants only a five•
year lease.
Dan Sanchez, a state land office
attorney, said the city was limited
to five-year leases. Romo said the

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UNM

city "intends to reapply" f~r
another lease when the first one IS
run out.
Perovich said the proposed
landfill site "is one of the best sites
in
Bernalillo
County
for
development." He said he wanted
St&te -Land Commissioner Alex
Armijo to let UNM develop a
master plan to find a better use for
the land before leasing part of the
land to the city,
"One of the reasons the city is
looking at this (site) is because it's
cheap," Perovich said, The 1500
acres would cost the city only $500
a year.
Regent Ann Jourdan supported
the master plan idea and expressed
concern that once the city obtained
the land, H would be very difficult
to have them relinquish it.
Regent Phil Martinez told the
city and state representatives, "To
say you are doing this because the
University needs the money is
ridiculous. You are doing it because
you need a landfill and this site is
cheap.
"In the long run, this will hurt
the land," Martinez said. "It's a
matter of timing. It's undeniable
that the time's going to come for
this land if we don't ruin it now."
Regent Calvin Horn asked
Sanchez about the possibility of
selling the land to the city.
Sanchez said that since the state
owns the land, the revenue from
selling the land would go into the
State Permanent Fund and UNM
would only be able to use the interest from that revenue.
"I don't see how we would
benefit from selling the land,"
Martinez said. "We know we don't
have control (of the land) but we
have an interest in how it is run."
Martinez
also
expressed
dissatisfaction with two motions
the regents considered concerning
the )ease.
"It sounds like we're saying 'If
you're going to do it to us, don't do
it to us so hard,'" Martinez said.
"Why is it we have to say anything
except that we are against it? Let's
take a stand."
The Regents then passed a
motion asking:

!)that Armijo not lease any UNM
trust land to be used as a landfill
unless the City makes a ''good-faith
effort" to examine other sites and
alternatives;
2)that trust land not be considered
for such use until UNM develops a
master plan for use of the land to be
submitted for approval to the state
land commissioner;
3)that if the trust land is leased for
such use, that the land be sold to
the city "on a realistic appraisal
basis;''
4)that no such leases be issued until
the party interested in the land
furnish an environmental impact
statement to the stale land commissioner, UNM, Isleta Pueblo
"and other interested parties."
Another motion passed by the
regents stated there would be no
opposition to storing treated
sewage on the land if:
!)the lease may be terminated upon
a year's notice;
2)the land is restored when the Jeas.e
is terminated;
3)right-of-way is provided on the
leased land for access to other
lands;
4)the. lease is terminated when the
city opens a new sewage treatment
facility.
Armijo was not available to
comment on this matter.
In other business, the regents
approved a site just south of
University Arena for a press facility
for the 1983 NCAA basketball
finals to be held in the arena.
Although the exact nature of the
press facility was not considered, it
was proposed that a $400,000,
10,000-square-foot
portable
building be purchased.
At the urging of Library Services
Dean Paul Vassallo, the regents
also approved having the president
appoint a committee to study
establishing a UNM archive.
Designs for additions to the
Bernalillo
County
Mental
Health/Mental Retardation Center
and to UNM's Los Alamos Branch,
were also approved by the regents. ·
The regents also re-elected Henry
Jaramillo as president of the
regents, Martinez as vice president
and Jourdan as secretary.

Popejoy Hall
PRESENT

You haven't really lived until
you've seen it Iivel

Hational Radio Theatre

..... That's Right. If you
purchase or co-purchase an
Eagle's Nest Condominium
you can enjoy the
immediate benefits of home
ownership ... like equity
buildup and tax savings ...
instead of building up
worthless rent receipts. So
while you are profiting in
furthering your education,
put your knowledge to work
and let an Eagle's Nest
Condominium be an
investment that graduates
you to a world of future
success.
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The Broadway Musical

Special To UNM Students
Tuesday, April20- 8:15PM· Yz Price. $10, $9,$7
Wednesday, April21· 3.:00 PM· Balcony Only· $7, $5.50
LIMIT 2 PER I.D.
Hurry! Offer Expires March 27 ·Hurry!
Telephone 277-3121

Monday, March 22nd, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents
''THE SEAWOLF" by Jad\: London
A genteel man ofletters, lost at sea, is "rescued'' by

a seal-hunting vessel commanded by the dread of
Wolf Larsen, superman of the sea. Membership
on the crew and confrontations with Larsen's
cruel influences gives new strength to the
young man's Christian humanity.
Brought to you by
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Regents, Administrators, Deans Reflect on Davis' Seven Years
at the
University of New Mexico
----Administrators

---Regents
University of New Mexico Board
of Regents President Henry
Jaramillo said, "As far as I'm
concerned, he did a great job. I'm a
very strong supporter of Bud. 1 was
on the committee that selected him.
"Bud Davis was pever recognized
ror the fille job he did here," he
said.
"Our appropriations from the
Legislature increased and the
Presidential Scholarship program
was quite an accomplishment. And
I can go on and on."
"The thing is, Lobogate
blackened that (Davis' ad·
ministration) a little bit, but he was
not involved with it," Jaramillo
said.
"I know many other universities
and many other regents and they
arc always in turmoil," Jaramillo
said. "Internally and externally,the
University has been relatively at
peace with itself because of
President Davis,"

"1 don't think it (Davis leaving)
is going to affect the University at
all, he has a fine administrative
staff. What we need to do is regroup, get a search committee
together and advertise for the job."
Jaramillo said the 1975 search for
a UNM president attracted about
500 applications. "l would guess we
would have no less than 500 ap.
plicants this time. We'll have a
national search," he said,
Regent Phil Martinez said of
Davis' administration, "I would
rate it very highly."
"l think the Presidential
Scholarship program is a very
important job he has done," he
said. "He also helped provide
education for students.''
"l-Ie toughened the University's
(academic) standards and yet
provided entry (to UNM) for a wide
variety or students. ln other words,
the doors are still open to all who
really want to come."

"l think he will be missed, but
UNM will continue on," Martinez
said. "I've been a very strong
supporter of President Davis. I hate
to see him go but this is a step up
for him."
Regent Colleen Maloof sail!
Davis "was a good president. l
think he's strong with students and
the city. He works well with
people."
·
Davis's departure ''is a loss. We
have a lot of good, capable people
at UNM, but it would still be a
loss,'' Maloof said.
Regents Calvin Horn and Ann
Jourdan could not be reached for
comment.

Regents', administrators' and
deans' opinions compiled by
Manuel FrancQ. Pictures on the
Davis-!!riented pages by Bill
Wechter.

University of New Mexico
provost MacAllister Hull said, "I
think he was a very excellent leader
for us. 111 some of the marks that
you apply to a person like that,
such as how much money has he
obtained for the University and
things like that, he did very well."
"The budget for the UniversitY
has increased quite substantially in
the seven years that he has been
here." Hull said. "That's certainly
a mark of success.
"The building program on the
campus has been really remarkable
and that was done under his
leadership. We developed new
kinds of programs that speak to the
special needs of this campus," Hull
said.
He said, "The Latin American
Institute was developed, for
example, out of existing programs,
but nonetheless it was a new thrust,
"And we got the Presidential
Scholarship program in place.
That's a very positive thing for any

president to have done. It has made

goes on," Hull said, "It would be a

president who had as part of his
working with the
Legislature. I'm sure th~t's why
they were interested in him in
Oregon, because that's a statewide
position,"
Jones said Davis' departure
would not affect UNM's effort in
Santa Fe too adversely. "I don't
think any single person is given that
much importance in Santa Fe. A lot
of people are involved in how
successful are in Santa Fe, a lot of
them behind the scenes."
Gwinn "Bub" Hency, director of
alumni relations, said the alumni
"has strongly supported Bud
before (when he was named UNM
president in 1975). We feel that if
Bud Davis was applying (for UNM
president) today, we would feel he
would have all the qualifications to
fulfill the feeling of the alumni as to
what would make UNM a great
university.
"I just feel we will fare very well
in the interim," Henry said. "I

a very major impact on our student mark against President Davis if he portfolio,
body."
Hull said, "By the criteria by
which you judge a presidential
term, he was very successful. And l
guess that's why Oregon wanted
him.
"In terms of my personal
relationship with him, it was excellent. We worked very closely
together and he was very helpful,"
Hull said.
"He was also very trusting. He
decided I can do my job and he let
me do it. It was a very good
relationship in the five years I've
been here,
"There's always a period. of
uncertainty whenever a senior
administrator leaves, especially so
if it's a president,'' Hull said,
"That's very hard on almost
everybody, having gotten used to a
particular style of administration
and of direction.
"But by and large, the University

hadn't established an administrative team and a relationship
with the Regents which could carry
on the main business of the
University.
"My expectation would be that
despite the rigors of the job and the
l~ck of rewards, we advertise for a
place a5 good as the University of
New Mexico and we'll get 150 or
200 applications," Hull said.
With the budget cuts back east,
"this is an attractive position," he
said.
Dean of Students Karen Glaser
said Davis was "extremely supportive of the student affairs area
and very supportive of several
projects involving the dean of
students' staff.
"I have certainly been appreciative of that support and will
miss it rtow that he has left," she
said.
Asked what were Davis' strong
points, Glaser said, "certainly the
. - - - - - - - - - - - - , . . . , Presidential Scholar program is a
real big one in my mind, recruitment of students, fund raising and
establishment of the University
Foundation."
Glaser also praised Davis'
"support for our staff in terms of
working with students. This was
>hewn in his support for Parents'
Day and the recognition banquet."
The effect of Davis' departure
"is hard to say,'' Glaser said. "It
would depend on who will replace
him. We've appreciated the support
in our area and would miss that if
the next person didn't support the
same thing."
·
Associate Provost Joel Jones
r
said, "I'm going to play it safe and
sav he did okay.
·~
"I think he did a nice job with
<j
the legislature. That's was his
L -_ _ _..;__ _ _~....__ __, strength,'' Jones said.

Deans
think we have a fine backup staff
right now."
Henry said Davis was strong in
"communication. He's a people
person. He communicates with
people easily and well.

Graduate Studies Dean Charlene
McDermott said Davis "was extremely supportive of graduate
education here. He gave moral
support and funding to graduate
programs and graduate lecture

"He's a great speaker," Henry
said. "l think he's well-liked and
deals easily with people."

series.

As for who the next UNM
president would be, Henry said, "I
really feel like if we had a long-time
New Me~ican and. an alumnus of
this institution (as president), we'd
be better .off.
"We need a guy that knows New
Mexico, knows the legislators and
has had a lot of fights in the past
with these guys and is still
respected," Henry said,
HenrY said the presidents at such
institutions as Ohio State
University, the University of
Oklahoma and New Mexico
Highlands University are UNM
alumni.

ChBrlene McDermott

"'

Henry Jaramillo

Phillip Martinez

Colleen Maloof

MacAllister Hull

Karen Gieser

"He's identified himself as a

Joe/Jones

Gwinn "Biib "Henry

Athletic Directors Expect No Major Changes
Steve Sandoval

John Bridgers, ONM's Director
Of Athletics, said Davis' leaving
"would be a great loss to the
University. He was one of the
primary reasons t wanted to come
to the University of New Mexico. In

The President's Ice Cream Social, Aug. 28, 1981, provided the
University ali opportunity for Informal interaction with Davis.

John Bridgers

continued on page 11

Linde. Estss

Davis' strong points were "his
warmth and enthusiasm, (which) I
found helpful when consulting with
him,'' McDermott said.
Asked how Davis' departure
would affect UNM, she said,
"That's vecy hard to say. It would
depend on who will replace him.
That is anybody's guess.''
College of Fine Arts Dean
Donald McRae said, "I feel that on
the whole President Davis' performance was good.
"The single most important thing
is the Presidential Scholarship
program,'' McRae said. "The
benefit it provides to New Mexico
residents is one of the big aspects of

it.

my experience in college athletics, l
don't know of anyone who was
better liked among college
presidents throughout the country.;,
However, Bridgers said he could
not say whether Davis' departure
would have any effect oil the
athletic department's budget or
facilities.
The 1983 National Collegiate
Athletic Association Basketball
finals, 11or the press area addition
to University Al'ena would not be
jeopardized by Davis' leaving,
Bridgers said.
Bridgers would not speculate as
to who might succeed Davis as
UNM president.
linda Estes, UNM Oir.ector of
Women's Athletics, said she did not
think Davis' departure would have

No major changes in the
University of New Mexico's athletic
department's facilities or budget, or
in the school's recreation and
physical education facilities are
foreseen because UNM President
William E. "Bud" Davis will be
leaving, UNM athletic department
directors said.
Davis has accepted the job as
chancellor of the Oregon State
Higher Education System. He was
chosen from a field of 140 applicants. Davis will assume the
position on July l.

"He helped give birth to the
graduate newsletter and in general
was a good sounding board for
many of our ideas," McDermott
said.
"So in general, he was very, very
helpful and I'd have to say I was
vecy, very glad for his support,''
she said.

''Bud recognized the needs ofth~
fine arts college and moved to
address those needs, I mean in
terms of our budget," McRae said.
"We've been very fortunate in our
recognition from the president,"
Anderso.n
School
of
Management Dean Morg<1n Sparks
said, "I've been here only one
semester, but my relations with the
president were excellent. I found
him very personable and he always
acted very favorably and quickly on
any reque5ts that I've had concerning the Anderson school."
UNM Law School Dean Robert
Desiderio said, "I'm very sorry to
see President Davis leave. Over the
years l thought he has done good
things for the University. lt (the
University) has really advanced.''
School of Medicine Dean
Leonard Napolitano, University
College Dean William Huber,
School of Pharmacy Dean Carman
A. Bliss, Acting Dean of the School
of Nursing Judith T. Maurin,
School of Architecture and
Planning Dean George Anselcvicius
and
Director
of
Public

Davis took the plunge once before In the One Smell Splash for
Student Kind United Wily fundrslser Aug. 27, 1981.

Doneld McRae

Morgen SpBrks.
Administration T. Zane Reeves
declined to comment.
College of Education Dean
William Darling, College of Arts
and Sciences Dean F. Chris Garcia
and College of Engineering Dean
Gerald May ~auld not be reached
for comment.

Robert Desiderio
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Legislators Have Mixed Emotions -Search----About Davis' Departure, Successor
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You can take structured
classes or work individually
; Street-----:
with instructors.
You can earn a BFA orBS.
City
Or enroll in a special doubledegree program through Tufts
State
U niver'si ty and the Museum
Send coupon to:
School.
School of the Museum of Fine Arts
So if you're really serious
230 The Fcnway
about your art, come study
I Boston, MA 02ll5
El
with the masters.

I
I
I
I

Steve Sandoval

I
I
1

I

I

1

ZlP------1

.. _______
I

I

Gov. Bruce King speaks Seturdev et the dedication caremonv of
the new Biomedical Research Building on north campus. See article on page 12.

...

Boston
Museum School
A Department of the Museum of Fine Arts
Affiliated with Tufts University

The School of the Museum of Fine Arts admits students of any rate, color and national or ethnic origin.

Campus Briefs
PIRG To Justify Referendum

The financial referendum is to include a $10,400 salary for a full-time,
non-student director, who, NMPIRG board members contend, would
offer continuity, expertise and project experience to the organization.

(i)

Saudi American Bank

The ASUNM Senate Finance Committee allocated $8000 to NMPIRG
for the 1982-83 period. NMPIRG received $13,000.10 during 1981-82.
A March 12 meeting, characterized by hostile debate between ASUNM
senators, student organization spokesmen and NMPIRG board members,
exposed controversial statistical data used to justify NMPIRG's financial
referendum.
GEOLOGY LECTURE
"Employment Factors for Geologists in the Petroleum Industry" is the
title of a public talk to be given today at noon in room 340 of Northrop
Hall at the University of New Mexico.

is offering outstanding career opportunities for qualified Suadi Arabian students to become
members of the management team of the dynamic, new and expanding Saudi American
Bank in Saudi Arabia.
Several new branches are scheduled to open throughout Saudi Arabia in the next few years
to augment already e!<isting branches in Riyadh, Jeddah, AI Khobar and Darnmam.
Plan to attend a general orientatiorrllriefing meeting in Room 1178, Dean of Students
Conference Room, Mesa Vista Hall, Tuesday, March 23, 1982, at 7:00 p.m., to hear first
hand the latest news of the growth and progress of the Kingdom of the part Saudi American
Bank is playing in these fast-paced and accelerating activities.
Mr. Frank E. Lund,. Director, University Relations, will be on campus during March 23-24,
1982, to conduct this meeting and to interview interested Saudi students individually in the
Career Planning Placement Office, Mesa Vista Hall South.
Excellent salary, benefits, training program, and career opportunities are available.
Through special arrangements and cooperation With responsible government officials in the
offices of the Civil Service Bureau and Ministry of Higher Education, Riyadh, qualified
students may receive letters of release from their various ministerial obligations through the
auspices of Saudi American Bank to accept a career assignment.

I

I
I

For further information or to make an interview appointment, contact Career Planning &
Placement, telephone 277•2531.

Remember • Tuesday, March 23, 1982, 7:00 p.m.
Dean Of Students Conference Roorn, Mesa Vista HaU
Be sure to attend!

Speaking will be Patrick Gratton, an independent geologist from Dallas
who is a 23•year veteran ofthe oil and gas exploration business. He earned
his bachelor's degree in 1955 and his master's in 1958, both from UNM.
The talk is being co-sponsored by the UNM geology department and the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists' Visiting .Petroleum
Geologist program, created in 1974 as a liaison between academia and
industry for the benefit of students pursuing careers in petroleum geology.
COSMIC LECTURE
A prize-winning expert on space research and ship dynamics will deliver
four technical lectures this month and a non-technical lecture Thursday at
the University of New Mexico.
Dr. Victor Szebehety of the University of Texas will present "Review of
Recent Results in Celestial Mechanics" today.
The technical lectures, co-sponsored by UNM and Sandia National
Laboratories, begin at 4:30 p.m. in room 101 of the UNM Anderson
School of Management.
Topics of the other three technical lectures are:
"Stability in the Phase-Space around the Triangular Libration Points "
Wednesday; "Stability and Capture of Asteroids," March 29· "N~w
Formulation of Equations in Celestial Mechanics," March 31.
'
Szebehely will deliver a non-technical lecture on ''Dynamical Astronomy
in India Today" at 7 p.m. Thursday in room 122 of Mitchell Hall.
All five lectu~es are free of charge and open to all interested persons,

- 1965-72: Idaho State University,
President;
The Davises have five children.
- 1972, May to November: leave
Davis' professional .experience of absence, democratic candidate
has been:
for U.S. Senate (defeated in
- 1951: University of Colorado, General Election, 161,000 to
assistant to the dean of men;
141,000);
-1951-54: U.S. Marine Corps;
- 1972-75: Idaho State University,
- 1954-55: Loveland High School president;
in Colorado, English teacher and - 1975-1982: University of New
head track coach;
Mexico, president.
- 1955r59:.Rapid City High School· · DavisL current ·activities in ·
in South Dakota, English teacher professional civic and social
and head football coach;
organizations include:
- 1959-60 Greeley High School in Alpha Tau Omega, (social
Colorado, English teacher and head fraternity);
football coach;
_ Phi Kappa Phi, (academic
1960-62:
University of honorary);
Colorado, alumni director;
_ Alpha Kappa Psi, (b\lsiness
- 1962: University of Colorado,
fraternity);
head foot ball.coach;
~ Phi Delta Kappa, (education
- 1963: University of Colorado,, honorary);
dean of men;
-Blue Key, (service honorary);
University of
1963-65:
Pi Kappa Delta, (speech
Wyoming, executive assistant to honorary);
president for student affairs, - omicron Delta Kappa, (service
professor,
graduate faculty honorary);
representative to the Western -Albuquerque Rota!)' Club;
Athletic Conference;
-Methodist Church.

Sen. Tom Rutherford, DBernalillo, said relations between
UNM and the Legislature will
depend on who is chosen as Davis'
replacement and said Davis has
done well as president.
"I think finding someone to
replace him will be difficult,"
Rutherford said. "Whoever would
follow would have to establish as
good a relationship as he (Davis)
has had with the Legislature."

In New Mexico, Davis' current
activities are:
- Western Colleges Association,
executive committee;
- U.S. savings bonds chairman in
New Mexico;
Consultant to special work
group on Title IX and intercollegiate athletics, Office for
Civil Rights and Health, Education
and Welfare;
New Mexico commissioner,
Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education;
-Associated WesternUniversities,
lnc., board of directors;
- Member, selection committee
for Rhodes Scholars, New Mexico;
- Western Athletic Conference
Presidents' Council;
- NCAA "Theodore Roosevelt
Award Jury"·,
- Board of Nominators for the
American Institute for Public
Service Award;
- University of Colorado Alumni
Publications Advisory Board;
for
American Council
on
Education,
Commission

Academic Affairs;
ACE Task Force on Intercollegiate Athletics;
- Western Interstate Commission
on Higher Education, Nursing
Leadership Committee;
- Naismith-Peachbasket Award,
selection committee;
- Chainnan, Albuquerque Urban
Observatory Policy Board;
New Mexico Distinguished
Public Service Awards Council;

- New Mexico Historical Review
Board;
- Consortium Planning Council of
the International Center for the
Human Environment;
Albuquerque Committee on
Foreign Relations;
- Institute of Public Law and
SefVices Advisory Board;
- National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges, Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics;
NCAA Committee
on
Goverance,
Organization
and
Services:

New Mexico Governor's
Committee
on
Technical
Excellence;
- American Center for the Support and Improvement of Higher
Education in America executive
board;
-Albuquerque Urban League.
A partial
publications

list of
include

Davis'

Glory
Colorado, A History of the
University of Colorado From 18581963, NobodyCallsMeDoctor, It's
a Long W11,v to Camas Meadows
(coedited with Albert Taylor) and a
biography of Dr. G.D. Humphrey,
president emeritus at the University
of Wyoming.
Davis has also had more than 130
articles published in magazines and
educational,
historical
and
professional journals, including

Harper's Magazine, Catholic
Digest, Phi Delta Kappan, Empire
Magazine of the Denver Post,
Colorado
Magazine
and
Educational Dlgest.

- A t h l e t i c - - - - - - - - - -Davis----continued from pege 8
any effect on women's athletics,
and. she also felt Davis had done
well as president.
"I think like all of us, the
president has his strengths and
weaknesses, and he's done some
things well and some things not so
well," Estes said.

Estes said she did not know who
would succeed Davis, but she said it
would be the decision of the UNM
Board of Regents.
Leon Griffin, chairman of the
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation department, said he felt
Dav.is' decision to leave was "a
professional decision that only .he
can make," and he too praised
Davis.
"He has been nothing but
supportive in every way possible,''
·Griffin said. "I don't think he
could have been any more supportive of our efforts to improve
our department than he has been)'
Griffin said the decision may
have an effect ol1 future construction projects for his department.
"There is always that possibility
· that his leaving could have an
influence, although we were not
successful in getting the Johnson
Gym project funded the last _two
legislative sessions," Griffin said.

SECRETARIAL WORKSHOPS
The University of New Mexico Management Development Center will
present a "Workshop for Executive Secretaries and Administrative
Assistants'' today, Tuesday and Thursday at the Sheraton Old Town Inn
800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW, from 6 to 9!30 p.m. each day.
'

'!~~ w~tksho~ wi.ll cove~ deve.loping, ~dministrative and managerial
abi!Jttes, tmprovmg Interactive sk11l, deciSion-making, time management
and personal growth,
Enrollment in this program is limited.
The ipstru~tor for. the wor~s~op
be Barbara Boehm, president of a
consultmg ftrm wh1ch spec1ahzes m management, organizational and
human resource development.
The fee is $1~5, whic~ incl~des all program materials and refreshments.
A 10 percent d1scount 1s avatlable for any organization sending three
more people.
or

University that I would have liked
to have had some input from l)im
due to the fact that they do affect
my constituency.''
Sen. Michael Alarid, DBernalillo, said Davis's strong point
was his ability to develop a good
rapport with the Legislature, and he
said it would be necessary for his
successor to develop a similar
relationship.
"I feel satisfied that he has
cooperated with the Legislature. He
certainly has presented the needs of
the University properly," Alarid
said. "He was able to justify all
that the University has needed, at
least to my satisfaction," he said.
"It takes time to develop a good
rapport and a good working
relationship."

-Successes------------------------------------------continued from pege1

A meeting organized by the Student Veteran's Association is sclteduled
at noon tomorrow in tlte GSA lounge in the SUB to hear the continued
justification for the New Mexico Public Interest Group's $23,800
referendum to appear on the March election ballot.

SAUDI ARABIAN STUDENTS
~..,.~, '='.)_,-...j\ +!.' ·.1'

Reactions from state lawmakers
to University of New Mexico
President William E. "Bud"
Davis's appointment as chancellor
of the Oregon State Higher
Education System were mixed,
ranging from praise of his ac~omplishments to hope that the
next president will keep in closer
touch with them.
Rep. Martha Lambert, RBernalillo, said Davis has done a
good job in his seven years as
UNM's president and said ''I hoped
he would not take the job in
Oregon,
"I know Davis has a good
reputation with the Legislature,"
Lambert said, "He's highly
respected and I think alot of him,"
Lambert said she did not think
Davis's departure would have any
effect on future decisions by the
Legislature concerning UNM.
"You look at the needs of the
University based on need, not on
who is there," Lambert said. "I
really don't think you can judge a
university by only one person," she
said.
Rep. Frank Horan,D-Bernalillo,
said his "impression has been that

ne (Davis) has done very well iri
community
getting
state-wide
support for the University," Horan
said. "I think that that has been a
good trait of his,"
Horan. said he did not know if
there would be any changes between UNM and the .state
Legislature because of Davis'
departure, and he said it would
depend on who succeeds Davis.
Rep. Felix Nunez, D'Bernalillo,
also had high praise for Davis, but
he said he would have liked to have
met with Davis more often to
discuss questions about UNM.
"I think Bud Davis has been an
asset to the University," Nunez
said. "His absence as president of
the University would be a great loss
because of his expertise and experience.
"I think he has done a lot for the
University in promoting the overall
education status for the state."
However, Nunez said there were
times when he felt Davis could have
kept the Legislature better informed about events at UNM.
"We would like to have met with
him on a one-to-one basis,'' Nunez
said. "There has been a lot of
problems ... pertaining to the
employment segment of the

contln ued from page1
will get you on the short list, but
new concepts in presidential beyond that, ... it's not quite a
searches and how to direct them, crap shoot, but almost," Hull said.
and · we need to address tltose
"I wouldn't want to speculate"
concepts," Jaramillo said.
on whether someone within UNM
A nationwide search will be may be named the next president,
conducted to find a new president, Hull said. "I'm sure there may be
Jaramillo said. He said he hopes a sufficient talent within UNM.
new presrdent will be chosen by this
"I don't know what the record is,
fall.
but I would hazard to guess that in
UNM Provost McAllister Hull presidential searches, probably 50
said, "The general thing that one percent of the time, they (new
has to say is that the quality of presidents) come from inside the
one's background, the things that university," Hull said.
you have done, the successes you
"There is always the problem
have had and the positions you've that the prophet is not without
held will pretty well get you through honor except in his own country, to
the early stages of the search and quote scripture slightly," Hull said.
will perhaps even get you to the "Sometimes you have to go away to
short list."
get r.ecognized.
The short list is the list of finalists
"So I would say most campuses
for the position,
probably develop sufficient ad"But in the final analysis you've ministrative talent," he said.
got several very good people that "Your talent and experience will
you're looking at," Hull said, "and get you to the short list and after
you've got to match the charac- that it's a crap shoot."
teristics of those people to the
circumstances that are peculiar to
the position you're trying to fill.
"The thing to keep in mind is Where can I go if I want
that it's not .like a footrace," Hull information on car pooling?
said. ''It's a matter of personal NMPlRG, Mesa Vista Hall 1057, x
judgment in which many, many 2757; IARS/Ridepool, 243-7433.
objective factors and p10bably
hundreds of more subjective factors Where can I go if I want
information on my student rights?
come into the final decision.
"So,
in
general,
one's Dean of Students Office, Mesa
background and abilities and so on Vista Hall1129, x 3361.

'Yill

Leon Griffin

"There's always the possibility
that if a new person comes in as
president of the University, that he
or she may determine that the high
priority that Johnson Gym

remodeling has occupied will no continued from ptlge1 .
longer have the same appeal to the secondary educational institutions.
new person," Griffin said. "So it's The presidents of those institutions
possible that it could be of some report to the chancellor,
detriment to us."
Those institutions include the
University of Oregon, Oregon State
Griffin was referring to the University,
Portland
State
propOsed expansion of Johnson University, Oregon Health Sciences
Gym. The University had requested University, Western Oregon
$8.36 million to expand and College, Eastern Oregon College,
renovate Johnson Gym. The state Southern Oregon College and the
Board of Educational Finance Oregon Institute of Technology.
proposed $5,2 . million for ~he
The chancellor implements board
project, but a bill was never m- decisions and policies, oversees the
troduced il1 the recent legislative day-to·day operations of the system
session.
and lobbies the Oregon Legislature.
Griffin said he foresees no major
Richard Zita, of the system's
changes in the curriculum of the public information office, said that
health, physical education and when the board first considered the
recreation department as a result of candidates in February, it was tied
Davis' departure.
5-5 between Davis and Weathersby,
"I think the most detrimental with one board member absent
thing would be that if we didn't do from the executive session,
The fact that Weathersby was the
our job and slacked off and
thought that we were just going to board's first choice was leaked by
be funded and sUpported regardless the press, which led to the board
of what we did," Griffin said. ''l delaying negotiations for a week.
think that would be the big mistake That delay led to ])avis withdrawing his name from conon our part."
sideration.
Griffin would also not speculate
Zita said a three-man negotiating
on a possible r~placement for team set up by the board could not
Davis, saying it would be a decision reach
art
agreement
with
for the Regents to lllake.
Weathersby and broke off

negotiations March II.
A board member called Davis
March t I and asked if he was .still
interested in the job and Davis said
he wanted to think it over, Zita
said.
Since Davis had earlier been
designed as the board's second
choice for chancellor, the team
began negotiations with him and
soon reached an agreement, Zita
said.
The board held another
telephone conference at about 8:30
p.m. on March 12 and voted 8-0 to
hire Davis at a salary of $75,000 a
year plus expenses, Zita said. Three
board members were not able to
vote, he said.
Davis earns $65,600 a year as
UNM .president.
Davis will not be the highest paid
official in Oregon. That distinction
goes to the Oregon Health Sciences
University president, "who earns
$10,000 a year more" than the
chancetJor he reports to, Zita said.

Where £1lli I go if I want offcampus housing? Deart of Students
Office, Mesa Vista Hall 1129, x
3j61; New Mexico Union, (see
bulletin board).
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'Joyous Day for Medical Research' Reflects
Dedication of Biomedical Research Facility
Karen

R. McAlpin

Dedication ceremonies were held
10:30 a.m. Saturday celebrating
the completion of the School of
Medicine Biomedical Research
Facility at the University of New
Mexico.
The
New
Mexico
State
Legislature provided abo!lt $9.1
million in funding for the 100,000square-foot building. The building
contains 40 research modules, each
~t

consisting of both laboratory and
office space.
Dr. Lewis Thomas, chancellor of
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center, gave the dedication address.
Thomas reminisced on medicine
years ago and stated doctors "had
no reason to believe medicine
would change." But, he said,
medicine did change from "an art
to a science.''
About $13 million of research is
currently going on at the UNM

~--------------------------

medical school. Part of the present
research at the facHity's Animal
Resource Facility includes immunology research w.ith rabbits,
and diabetes and obesity research
using fat rats. Research is expected
to increase now.
Dr. Mark Bitensky, division
leader for life scien_ces at Los
Alamos National Laboratory said
Saturday was "a joyous day for
me<iical research in New Mexico."
The new four-story complex is "a_
source of pride to all the institution
(lJNM)," saiq UNM President
William E. "B.ud" Davis.
Also addressing the ceremony
were Dr. Leonard M. Napolitano,
director of the School of Medicine
and dean of the medical center;
Henry Jaramillo Jr., president of
the UNM Board of Regents; and
Gov. Bruce King,

Income Tax Help Available
Kathy Erekson
Free inco.me tax assistance i~
available on campus to students,
faculty and the corm:rumity
through April 15, according to
an Association of Accounting
Students' spokesman.
The Voluntary Income Tax
Assistance Program is working
in conjunction with the IRS to
prepare IRS tax forms 1040 and
1040-A at the Parish Library in
the Anderson School of
Management, Chris Ramirez,
AAS president, said.
The program is utilizing
volunteer thiFd- and fourth-year
ASM accounting students who
attended an extensive tax
preparation
seminar
in
February, he said,

Arts

As
ASM
accounting
professor, Perry Mori, said the
pQrpose of the program is to
provide free income tax
assistance to low·income per-sons and their families who are
often entitled to New Mexico
State refunds,
Anyone interested in the
income tax l\SSistance service is
encouraged to bring copies of
recent income tax forms along
with the 1981 income tax filing
information, Ramirez said.
Hours of operation for the
VITA program are: Mondays, 2
p.m. until 5 p.m.; Tuesdays, 2
p,m. 11ntil 7 p.m.; Thursdays, 8
a.m. until 4 p.m.; Fridays, 9
a.m. until 5 p.m.; and Saturdays, noon until 3 p.m.
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Graphic by Debby Spector

White Sands Missfe Range, ssan hers from San Augustin Pass, has bssn chossn as thslanding sits
for ths spacs shuttfs Columbia on March29. Spokesmen said the bsst place to visw thslanding will
probably,bs from ths sxtreme north end of Whits Sands National Monument.

NAVY PILOTS fly
the world's most advanced aircraft.
Must be physically fit, have a 2.5 GPA
and want excitement and world travel.
Over $30,000 in 4 years.
Contact:

Aviation Programs

766-3895

in Albuquerque

Receive $18,000 to
$27,000
To Take
Flying Lessons
in Florida!
Travel Paid!
Training Includes
Aerobatics,
Formation
and Instrument
Flying.
call 766-2392
in Albuquerque

become empty. This and the heat
Short Story by Elizabeth Cohen
make me yawn more than usual, yet
the incessant rumblings of the
Visitors
landing planes keep me from
The photo album is on the table sleeping. These sounds are sounds
next to the brilliant lime sofa in the the family has become used to; it is
house of the family who live next to a thing that has grown to the bones
the landing strip, a thin graveled of the three young children. They
interruption of jungle. It is here do not stumble at the trembling of
that the Cessnas and other private their house. There are necessary
model planes land when they come pauses in conversations.
Emiliano is asleep on the lime
bringing Americans or Et!ropeans
for weekends of sun worship and chair that matches the sofa, his
pin a coladas. Sometimes the family three sons play quietly on the floor
clusters at their paneless window beside him. I open the photo
and watches the spectacle of the album, sip my drink, and look into
landings,
the
complicated their histories, the insides of their
disembarkings of whole families, lives, like I have split open a fish
with dogs and packages. Watching and can see what it had for dinner.
Tony as an infant; Tony at three,
this is a form of entertainment.
Weekends and late afternoons they four.
Three consecutive Christmases,
gather around the window and sip
on large glasses of rum and coke, each one red and green and unslippery sweet alchohol, cold and comfortably tropical, the same
plastic Christmas tree with
delightful in the thick heat.
I am a visitor here. My glass of fiberglass snow set up in the same
rum and coke is never allowed to corner.

Poet Creeley
Talks Tonight
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the UNM
Kiva, writer and artist collaborator
Robert Creeley will give a lecture,
"Seeing is Believing."
Creeley, who currently resides
and teaches at State University in
Buffalo, New York, lived in
Placitas for twenty years, recieved
his M.A. from UNM and taught
creative. writing for ten years here.
In the fifties he taught at North
Carolina's
Black Mountain
College, where he became interested and active in the toncerils
of visual artists working there. His
interest in the concerns of the
modern and post•modern schools
of art led him to collaborations
with such artists as Jim Dine, A. B.
I<itaj, Robert Indiana. and Taos
artist Larry BelL
His lecture tonight will focus on
these collaborations and the
relationships between the arts and
artists. The list of artists and
collaborations above is only a
partial one. Creeley is still highly
active as a wrlter and an artist and
his lecture will be an extension of
his
coitcerns
with
artist
collaborations. Larry Bell, wilt be
on hand to talk and present with
Crcclcy some of the works they
have collaborntcd on in the past.
Tonights lecture is free and open
to the public.

Tony at three, opening Christmas
presents. Tony, Miguel, Raphaelthree, two and one, opening
presents and wrestling over a
Yellow Tonka truck and wedding
pictures with Maria Elena looking
like an angel food cake on the arm
of her small dark father.

Cheerleader/Stuntmen

Mandatory Orientation Meeting :

: Tonight March 22 7:30-9:30pm
•
:
Johnson Gym Room 124
•
•
Call 277-4706
e
e
e

:•
••

for more information

••

••
:
•
••
e
e
e

•
•
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

There is a rumble, a loud seering
noise and the three boys and their
mother gravitate toward the
window. It is the landing of a shiny
red two-seater. l watch them watch
it like it is television snow, the
moment before a program .comes
Oil. They look at the faces of the
people disembarking, their bright
orange and pink clothing. Their
faces are expressionless, watching
the busy arrangements of a taxi
cab. Maria Elena is drying a dish in
repetitive circular movements,
looking out at the bustling like she
is watching the arrival of wellknown visitors, who come often,
from another world.

Thursday,
March25
•

'tS

Semester At Sea Day
atUNM
Exciting information on how you can gain a full semester credit, while you sail around the world.
Look for the Semester at Sea booth in the Student Union 1Oam-3pm, and come to a free movie in the
International Center, 2808 Las Lomas NEat 7pm. All Thursday, March 25th.
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A record team score of 271.40
and Matt Arnot's victory in the allaround competition gave the
University of New Mexico's men
gymnastics team a second place
finish in the Western Athletic
Conference Fin!lls March 19 and20
at Carlisle Gym.
Houston
Baptist
University
finished first in the meet with a
score of 273.95, thus earning a trip
to the National Collegiate Athletic
Association championships April!3 in Lincoln Nebraska.
On Friday night team and allaround winners were determined,
and an Saturday the top eight
finishers in each event competed for
individual honors,
Arnot, the freshman sensation
from Albuquerque, had scores of

riVe·Up Win OWS

9.4 in the floor
9.3 on
the pommel horse, 9.5 on the rings,
9.55 in vaulting, 9.45 on paral!el
bars and a 9,6 on the high bar wh1le
compiling his winning score or
56.8.
Saturday night the L.obos also
did well as they placed at least one
athlete in the top three in each
event.
"I was happy for everyone involveo."
Lobo coach Rusty
Mitchell said Saturday. "In the
pommel horse Jennings did exceptional and we were strong on the
rings."
On Saturday Arnot again scored
high marks as he finished first in
the floor excercise, vaulting and
parallel bars with scores of 9.45,
9.7, and 9.2.

Drew Merrick

Jill!
University of New Mexico
~ seniors Tom Dayle and freshman
~ t<urt Burgeson both qualified for

the NCAA National Diving
Championships to be held in
Milwaukee, Wis., on March 25-27
by placing third and fourth
continuedonpage15

Let's face it: Times are
tough,Particularly for those
of you just starting your
careers. Or attending college on a limited budget.
So Southwest Airlines,
the "Love" airline, is
introducing a special
limited offer to
our passengers
21 years of age
or younger.
(Does not apply
to unaccompanied
children between
the agesof5 and12.)
We call it The 1982
We Care Fare.

Fly anytime,
anyvvhere,atourlovv
Pleasure Class fare.
Between now and December 31, 1982 you can fly to
any of our 18 cities, any time
of the day or night, for the
Pleasure Class price, our lowest fare to your destination.

Here's hovv it works.
To qualify for
Southwest Airlines'
1982 We Care Fare:
• You must not have reached
your 22nd birthday. (Does
not apply to unaccompanied
children between the ages
ofS and12.)

Sports
Briefs

The tJNM women's track team
Adam' State College from
Alamosa, Colorado, Saturday 69·
67 in a dual track and fieid meet
held at tlnivcrsity Stadium.
~dgcd

.
I
I

I

'

"l was pretty pleased ~>C'ith the
meet bccallse it was spring break
and a lot cf the kids weren't
around," L.obo coach Tony
Sandoval said.
The Lobos finished first in 11 of
the 16 events and also had three

Briefs

Coach Mark Hamilton's men's
tennis team was upended by the San
Diego State Aztecs 6·3, and by the
University of Southern California
9-0.
Lobo netters Steve Otero, Sam
Rivera and Alex Dorato picked up ·
wins against the Aztecs.

second-place and eight third-place
finishes.
Tbe Lobes had two women continued from pege 14
winning twa events. 'Barbara Bell
Mike Putnam was tbe top Lobo
won th'e 100- and 200-meter dash, golfer with a three-round score of
and Gayle Basset finshed first in the 220. Putnam fired a two-under-pat
Helen Horn's women's tennis
400-meter and the 400-meter 70 to lead the Lobo's final round
team
found the opposition in
hurdles.
surge that saw them jump from
California
just as difficult,
"This meet was a build up for eighth place after two rounds.
dropping
matches
to San Diego,
next weekend in Tempe where we're
Other top scores for the Lobes
and
Cal-.Slate
hoping to get more kids into were Don Huner's 220, and 22l's Pepperdine
Fullerton.
nationals," Sandoval said.
by Tony St. John and JohnBaum.
In Tempe the Lobes will face
Knight's Lobos will compete in
Arizona State, Houston and the Morris Williams Invitational in
Oklahoma State.
Austin, Texas, on March 26-28,
and in the All-American Championships at Houston, Texas,
March 31 through Apri\3.

Sylvia Dorato scored UNM's
lone \ictory against San Diego
beating Julie Roberts 6-4, 0-6 and
6-1, Suzanne Kloster was lJNM's
only winner against Cal-Slate
Fullerton. Kloster beat Fullerton'>
SueBuzalski6-1, 6·1.

-Diving--------------continued from page 14
respectively in the one-meter diving
event at the Zone E meet held at the
UNM pool on March 13. Doyle also
qualified in the three-meter event
by finishing third,
The top four finishers in each
event qualified for nationals.
Hawaii's Jeff Carter won each
event.
It \\iU be Doyle's third trip to the
nationals, while Burgeson, who last
year set a state record in the onemeter competition for Cibola High

School, will be making his first.

TENNIS

"Doyle and Burgeson were
The University of New Mexico
outstanding," said UNM coach .Bill men's and women's tennis teams
:Spahn. "They were performing traveled to California during spring
against the best divers in the West,'' break and ran into stiff competition
all along the way,
Lobo diver Karli Tjelle finished
eigth in both the one· and threemeter diving events. Long Beach
State's JanieSerwan won the threemeter event, while Stanford's Jean
Meyer won the one-meter event in
the women '.s competition.

~aint Lucia

Health Sciences Universitv
·

School of Medicine

St. Lucia, West Indies
36 month aecr~dited program leadinl( toM. D. degre~
English Language/\\', H .0. Listed
For Infonnation Call or Write:

Saint ·t..u~Jii Hc.l&lth

Scit>fl<'M.

U S. Offio<
1501 Sun Bowl Offlt'

F.l PaM.

79902 r

llnh'<'f'l'iih

sA

WRESTLING

A Special Limited Offer to Passengers 21 or Younger.

A gift from the
"Love" airline.

\Votnen's Track Team Wins

~!';1M's .s~nior

Steve Jennings,
pommel horse spect alhtst, fm~sthhed
first on the P?mme1 . orse w•, a
9.85, after havtng a score on ~r~day
or9.9 during the tea.m competitiOn.
Other high finishers for UNM
were:.JimGriegoandBrianGarvin,
who tied for second in the floor
excercise with a 9.3; Arnot, who
finished third in pommel horse and
high bar with scores of 9.3 and 9.7
and second in rings with a 9.45.
Griego also finished third .in
vaulting with a 9.55.
Two Lobes, Jennings and Arnot,
qualified to compete in nationals at
Lincoln, Nebraska. This will be
Jennings fourth straight year and
the first for Arnot.
"t would have been disappointed
if he hadn't had this kind of year,"
M.itchell said about Ar.not. "His
aspiration is to be an olympian."

2 UNM Divers Qualify for Nationals

~

. d

excerci~es,

Nick Greenwalt

l ...............................................................................~

• Tickets must be purchased
at your local Southwest
ticket counter.
• Tickets must be purchased
with CASH. No checks or
credit cards accepted for
We Care Fares.
• A valid I.D. (with picture)
proving your age will be
required when purchasing
your ticket.
• This offer good through
December 31, 1982.

Call Southwest Airlines
for reservations.

r

I

!9S2

Save-way Liquor Stores

~

~.
~
~

2~.

roun,

gonna
love our

Southwest

SpiritF

UNM's Brad Bitterman placed
fourth place in the NCAA
Wrestling championships held
March IZ-13 in Ames, Iowa.
Bitterman, a senior wrestling in
the 167-pound weight class for
Coach Bill Dotson's Lobos, was
decisioned 11-4 by Navy's John
Reich.
For the season Bitterman
compiled a 36-2 record, the two
losses coming in the championship
meet.
The University of Iowa captured
team honors rolling up 131.75
points. UNM scored 11.25 points to
finish in position 23.

You May Have To Quit
Graduate School!!!
The FIMgan Admlnislrotion has p!llp(iiSed ending all Guaranteed Sludent Loans
(GSLa) to< gradUale sludents elfec:tive next fall (1!182). That's right. H you .,.. in
midslreamwithyourmuwoor-.t program,)'O<Iwillt. ~-"""" Hyoua.'e
not currently receiving a GSL
The propoeed CIIIS In the. GSL program will clisplaoo oome 700,000 grid S!Udenls
nationwide (Wd StrHI Jouma/, Fobluary 22, 1!182): at UNM, estimaleS 0t.WMt that
owr 1100 grad sludents will be impaclod dird)':matl)'"""" will bo ~ indird)',

What Might Happen If These
Proposals Pass Congress?

GOLFERS 4TH
• Fll'lll ol all, the 773 grad sludents on NMSls and the 400-odd SIUdenls on GSls _.
Coach
Dwaine
Knight's
University of New Mexico men's
golf team used a final round oneover-par 361 to finish fourth place
in the Conquistador Invitational
golf tournament in Tucson, Ariz.
UNM's total of 1104 was good
enough for a fourth place tie with
Arizona and San Diego State. The
University of Houston captured the
18 team invitational with a score of
I078.
continued on page 15

Chicano Papers
Deadline TOday
Today is the deadline to submit
undergraduate academic research
papers for possible presentation at
a special Chicano Undergraduate
Forum.
Papers may be on any subject as
it relates to the Hispanic experience. The competition is open
to all UNM undergraduates.
Submissions should be I 0 to IS
pages, typed and double-spaced.
Five copies along with appropriate
references should be turned in to
Marron Hall, roam 204 by 5 p.m.
today.
The nine papers chosen for
presentation
by an interdisciplinary
faculty/student
committee~ will win each author a
$25 hon.otarium.
Sponsors for the forum, to be
held April 8, IS and 22, are UNM
Chicano Studies, Estudiantes For
La Cultuta, National Chicano
Health Organization and Chicano
Stlident Services.
For more information, call
Cynthia Gomez, research assistant
at UNM Chicano Studies, at ?773967.

1oM oome $4 million In educ:a!ionat aid. Some will be forc:edlo pos1p0n0 1heil - ·
O!honl win decreue their credit-hOur 108<1, and still Olher1l will bo forcod Ia drop cu1
Indefinitely.
• Secondly, students preMn1ly rec:eiving lellowhslpo, utislallll>ip8, W1d
18achlng esalstantahlpe may 1oM 1heil pooHions as competiliOII to< lhaee Increases. ~Is conc:efy-lhatonly a few of mat1)' eqillll!y eapable lind -.ciS!Udenls
will have access to an education.
• Third, as grad students respond lo this situation by decrNIIng 1heil aedit-hour load,
futetime equivalents (fl'E8) will drop. Sinct universltiiiS and colleges 1n Medea
rece!ve funding according toFTE levels, !heMinStitutiOill will be lorcodtomokellp the
resultant sholl!all in revenues by raising tuition even mo<e. Voila', a •g<Mter decline In
enrollment and the cycle goes on.
• Fourth, edLicalionwill become an Illite institution, •
.... .., only the
(tllanY micldle-dass familioo depend on GSI..s 1o help provide an edUcation for family
rnembel8). The muK will be that mat1)' segmenls of oociely will go urup-llod In
higher education, govemment, and bUsinesS.
• Filth, the nation as a whole will OJ<Il8! iauee a toss ol QPIX)Itunlly, a decline In
c:o1!rlbutions to basic r-n:h and knowfedgo, diminishing galno In produCIIYi1y W1d
economic growth at a eruelal time in ourcounlry's history, and a -llbility by this
countJy'o industry to compel8 In highly·leel1noiogical world marl<ots.
• While there are many reasons to oppose reductions ln student financial aid, there Is,
In affect. one shOrl·term, shOrl-sighled reason to support lh8oe CIIIS: balancing the
budget Though a balanced budget has been a reality only a handfUl of pract;csny
eeveral years away, the current administration has targeted a meaningful and important
P'09ram for c:uta.

VIII)'_,.

What Can You Do To Help?
A lot. The Graduate Student Association (GSA) ~spearheading s stat- drive to
let our oongresslonst delegation know )hat financial assistance for higher education
must stay intact.
The GSA has prepared sample leHers and petitions {which are circulating through
your departmant office right now~ sign one). In addition, the GSA office will h8ve a
WATS line open for graduate sfudents to call their electad rllflresentatives offices In
Washington, D.C. In additlon,lnformatlon and Instructions aro available when you make
your call.
YOU can help by:
.
1) Volunteering time for this effort;
.
.
2) Sel1ding leHers to Senators Domenlcl sl1d SChmitt and Representetivas Lujan
sl1d Skeen;
3) Coming by the GSA office between the hours of 9 a.m. al1d 2 p.m. al1d calling
your oongreaspeople al1d other key oommiUee members In Congress:
4) Signing a GSA petition; and
.
.
_
5) By urging friends and relatives (anywhere hi the U.S.) lo contact !halt elected
representatives In Washington.

What You Do Will Be Noticed: What
We All Do Together Will Make A Difference. Act Now. contact:
GSA Financial Aid Retention Campaign (9 AM • 2 PM)
GSA Office, (New Mexico Union, north bailment)
Phone 277•3803

Irma Sauseda, Houston Police Officer: "I
have 3 kids of myown.l!ecturechildren at the
Juvenile Detention Home. Mostly, they are
runaways. Maybe I'll make the difference,"
The ability to react positively to people in
need of assistance is just one qualitywe look
for in a Houston Police Officer. We look for
men and women Who • like irma Sauseda •
believe they can make a difference In the
quality of life In Houston. !he work calls for
determination, integrity, and the ability to
make sound, Independent decisions. If you
are between the ages of 19 and 35, you can
make a difference too. We invite you to talk
with us about our upcoming Academy class.
We will be at the University of New Mexico in
Albuquerque In the Ballroom of the Student
Union for Career Fait on:
.
Wednesday, March 24
Acclaimedasoneofthe best lawehforcement
training facilities In America, the Academy
o!fets a challenging course of physical and
claSsroom training. To qualify for admission

to the Academy, you must be a U.S. citizen. in
good health, and be a highschool graduate or
equivalent. College training isdesired, but IS
not required. You can start with a salary of up
to $21 ,ooo per year. with regular increases.
promotional opportunities and a hOst or
benefits.
lake your place with the proud Houston
Police. Visit with us a\ the UniVEH'llity of New
Mexico in Albuquerque or call the Houston
f;."lltce Oepartn1enl TOLL FREE out of state 1·
.,9;0·231·7795 on Monday through Thursday
from 7 a m. to 7 p.m and Friday ; tun to
5 p.m. Or sond a letter of carocr inletesl to
The Houston Pollee Deparltnenl. Police
Recruiting, 401 Lou. !slana, Suite 601.
Houston, Texas 77002
Pollee Academy classes Will begm
May 3
1\ugus! 9
June 28
September 20
Applications accepted no more than90 days
before selected class date
An Equal Opportunity Eiiiployer M1F

-·
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Classified Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's !'Clition.
Open 8;00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to

UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day

if ad is run five or more consecutive days.
Pl~ase

run the following ad under(circle e>nc)
Personals, Lost&. Found, Scr\llCC$, H~Jusina, For Sale, Employment, Travel, Miscellancow,
Las Noticias

EnciOS<d Ple&.IC Find S

1. Personals
FINK.,T Sl•,u:cnoN OF unique and Jraditlonal
!1'1<! wedding sets. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 29l.
69()1
511
AC'C'l'ltAn; INFOHMATION ABOUT call·
tra•eption, •lerilizalion, nbortlpn. Right to Choose.
294-0l'l.
tfn
t'IU'.GNANC\' n;STINO & ('OUNSt:J,JNG. Phone
14~-9819tfn
CO!''fi'ACTS·POI,ISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opti•al Cmnp~ny on Lonta.~ just well of
wa.hmgmn
lfn
W~. IIOT UJ~TRIBl'TORS. l'rescriptian eyeglass
tramc,. t;rccnwldt Villilge (lennon St~les), gold
umlc\\, SH.$0 (regular $6$.00). Pay Less Opliclan$,
mU7 Meomul N.E., ncr.oss from l.aUelles.
tfn
0~1.\' S2,3S. TWO farm·frcsh eggs, two homemade
,hemi<al free sausage pjutics, two ~!ices of toast, free
green dulo- <lpcll 7 a.m. Morning Ghlry Cafe.
< <>rner <If Guard, Ccomal nnd Monte Vista 268.
7tl4!1
rrn
$5 lll'\'S IU:ST Til' or the week. Daily Lobo will
pav S5 for lhe best news tiro we receive every week.
'>our<c~ can remain canfidcntial, but Editor must
ha'c vour nante to pay winner. Z77-5656, ask for
Ncl'istomn.
tfn
('IIINt:SE IIUt'ft;T, ('llt:AP! All you can eat.
lun~h $J.4S. Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.45.
tfn
Jao-Jno's Place. 5000 Central Ave.SE,
I'ASSI'Oltl' PIIOIOS LOWl:S'f prices! Pleasant
pictures! 123 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call
fmt. 265·1323.
tfn
U:T'SGO.I'ARTV, the TinselTown Mugger. 3/22
WANTt:n TO IIUV: Womilrl's second-hand bicycle
in good condition, Phone 277·3765 or 266-6656
{cvenings9.
3/22
IIASS PI.A vt:R NEED Ell for 60's style, original
material, band, Must be seriaus and ddependable,
age 2S·.'l() preferred. Drndd 242-4678.
3/23
STOP SMOKING • JUS'f S sessions. Money back
guarantee cull The Last Match, 2920 Carlisle NE.
884·9142.
312l
tllt:Tt:I.EMESSAGE IS back! t l For information
un wlmts happening on campus even·day and during
lhc weekend call our recorded message at 271·5243,
We will rccotd a nrmage about e1·cnts sponsored by
Mudeht organizations and caonpus groups. Jusr call
S1udcnt Acrivitics one day in adl'lln~ at 271-4106 If
~ou want a mcs.•ase recorded,
4t2

TYPING IBM SELECJRIC 255·3337.
3/31
TYPING - FAS'J' • ,\CCURATf: " Reasonable,
Ca$sCtle Transcription, 247·2583.
3/26
TYJ'ING·I'ROFESSIONAL qUALITY f>IOOJto at
Kinko/Pr9nto; T!.C at no extra charge, We will
edit. KIP, 2312 Centml SE, across Central from
Popejoy Hat!.
tfn
A·l TYPISTS·T•:I\M papers, re>umes 299·8970,
3/31
I'RO.fi:'.SSI()NAL TYI'ING,
REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience. lllM Selectric Ill,
299·6256 or299·2676,
~/24
QUALITY TYPING, LOMAS-Tramway Area. 299·
13.55.
4/1
TYPING;
EXP•;RIENC.:O,
REASONI\Ili,E,
.competent. I) sing couectable seleclric - I 5 lype
style>. 296-6299,
3/30
PROFF.'iSIONAL TYPING B\' English MAeditor.
Vast experience wirh dissertations, papers. Editing
''IVaila\lle. 266·9550.
4112
I'ROFF.SSIONAL TVl'ING B.\' English MA/edilor.
Vast experience with disserlations, papers, Editing
avnilabl~. 266·9550.
4/12
IIORSf:BAGII. RIDING Lf:SSONS: l-earn how to
ride. or better yourself, Experienced horseperson
gives lessons in Western, English, Jumping, Driving.
Jeancllc, 299-9253.
3/23
VOLKSWAGt:N REPAIRS • TUNE·llPS. Call
Jane, 247-8609,
3/23
t"Rf:E TRIAL MA1'H tUtoring! Algebra, trig,
calculus. 836-2407.
3123
MORE JOBS, HAVI) you prepared a recent resume?
We'll do It for you plus 2·hr chusroom inslructkm
pnJy $10,00, JOilS-Job Opporlunity lleUerment
Service, 122 Jackson NE (off Ccnual east or
Carlisle9, 262·221iL
3/22
TUTORING IN FRENCH nallve speaker. Call 8838129. References.
3/26
ACCUJlATE TYPING 883·9625 evenings,
3/26
TYPING PHOt"ESSIONAI. QUALITY, Typeright.
.265·5203.
4/2

3. Services
GUITAR I.ESS(JNS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Oullar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·331 s.
trn
JOBS t'UI,L TIME, part time.. professional,
technical, clerical and career changes, We do it all.
Register one time fee or SjO,OO. No other feel or
commissions. We guarantee finding you a position.
JOUS.Job Opportunity Beucrment Service, 122
Jackson NE (oft Central casl of Carlisle), 262'2261.
/22

WE B()T I)ISTRIO(ITORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Oreenwich Village (L~nnon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00, Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menual N.E. across from LaBelles,
tfn
1978 MAZDA GLC, Deluxe, Automatic $2599, 873.·
0471.
3/22
REOLINE BMX BICYCLE $160 . 00.• ss. Works
Replica 5 speed Crusier $400,00, Gitane 10 speed, 21
Inch frame, 266·1457.
3122
'68 IU:NAULT R-10. 35 mpg, Many new parts
including stereo. Now $7~0. Will reduce $50 per
week until said. 294-3059, 345-1780,
3/22
TEN SPEEIJ, WOMEN'S 26 inch, like new •.$60.
88!-6190.
3/2}
MOTOHCVCLE 1978 MOTOGUZZI IOOOSP. 7000
miles excellent condhion. Weekdays 277·3757,
evenings and weekends 294·5631.
3126
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS. trucks Car,·lnv. value
$2143, sold for $100, For information an purchasing
similar bargains call 602-998-0575 extension 0924,
Call refundable.
3/22
1980 VW RABBIT, low mileage,. air conditioning,
amfrn radio, 4 door halchback. 8848322.
4/2
.1981 KAWASAKI 440LTO perfect conditian, Free
shield $1400.00 883-4074,
3/26
56 CltEVV 4 door$100.00 complete or will part out.
Call afler7:00 p.m. 873-0372.
3/26
LEVI'S LEVI'S Sll.SO Men's and Ladies overallS
$1 J.99, Lady-Foxy drresses $15.99, Blouses form
$3.50, Painler's Jeans $9,99. Sassoon Designer'S
$19.99. Many-more items at equally low prices,
California Fashio;m Oullet 2324 Central SE corner
Cemrat/CorneU 266·6872.
3126
CAI.CUI.ATORS Tl·30., Tl·35 $10.00 each .2SS·
1514.
3/22
1980 VAI\fAIIA XSSSO GS Special only 7000 ntlles
shaft, luggage rack, show roam sharpe $2300, 884·
9598.
3126
POl'rERS WIIEE;L Eu:crmc or foot worked,
Good condition $250.00 265-6152. af1er 5:30. 3/26

8. Miscellaneous

Tilt: crrAilEI.·SUI'ERB location near UNM and
down1own. Bus service everY 30 minules. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All u1ilities paid, Deluxe
~ilchcn with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV roomllr1d laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1'20 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT; EH'ICIENC\' apanme~t, 1410 Oirard
N.E., $185/mo.. ali utilities paid, SIOO security
deposit. l'uliy furnlshcd-securily locks and laundry
racllilies. No children or pet$. Please c~ll before 6:00
in the evening, 26&.8392.
lfn
FOR Ht:N'r; .t:HICit:NC\' Apartment, Sl 20; I
bedroom, SISO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view or
golf course. Close lo tlNM and TV I. .1313 Wellesley
S.l!. 256-1748,
3/31 •
IIAU' BLOCK UNM deluxe one bedroom twin or
double S23S includes utilities. Varsity )-louse, 1.41
Columbia, 268·0525.
4/5 I' REPARt; FOR TilE real job mar~ct. i'he com·
SMART S'fCDENT SPECIAL! Clean modern lOR, per ilion is fierce sa get an edge througtt JOUS. How
$149: 2UR, $179. "Sellolarshlps" available. 206 to find job~ n9t listed In the paper. How to market
Mescalero NW, 2SS-2221, .345-4150.
3/24 your skills. 4·hour class. certificate issued. JOBS·
ONE DR t"C RNISIIED, utilities paid 521 ~. Job opporlunity Uetlcrmcnt Senrlcc, 122 Jackson
3122
Unfurnished, S I70. 1. 218 Copper NE, 7900 Bell SE, NE (off Central cast of Carlisle), 262-2261.
842-6170.
3124 OVERSEAS, IIOUSTON, DAI.I.AS! $20,000 to
IIEAUTIFUL N,f;. 4-DIJR.\1 house. Needs male $50,000 possible. Far job informtllion call; 602-998312!
roommale. rurni~hed wilh washer and dryer. 294- 0426 Dept. 0924. Open Sun~~s: _
0111.
3/22
OWN ROOM FURNISitEIJ 5150, 265-1680. 3123
UNIQUE STOREFRONT/AP-'RTMENT. Near
UNM!Oowntown Area. $190, 242-4777, 243-3447.
Schwarz.
3/23
HOOI\fMATt: Nt:EDED· NICE 3 bdrm. bouse ln
A research project In test anxiety Is
NE Heights. Vi rent and v, utilities. Large yard. Call
being
conducted In the Counselor
883·7303.
3/23
IIOUSt:MATE WANTt:D, M/F, 3 BR, 2 BA, Education Department If you are
washer. dryer, poal, fenced yard, AC, big khehen, concemed with your test anxiety and
goad Sludy environment, $133 plus V. utililies,
Carlisle and Grand, Olen, 265·3825.
3/24 are available and would like to particiU:VERAGE )'OUR RENT nto a spacious four pate in groups Monday afternoons
bedroom house. It you are a gradalc student looking sometime after 2:30, stop by the Defor mote than a place to hang your coat call _265· partment office at Mesa Vista 4021,
0835 evenings ad weekends. $150 plus ulllilics. 3/25

and pick up a screening form.

~

OLDTO~N

BACK }~ROM SPRING Break and yearning to go
again? Say it here.
tfn

~

TRECATS
MEOJP

YlklllCMEMIJER THOSE GOOD . .~
OLIJ PRICES ON CLOTHES 1
IN£ srtLL NAVE THEM!
3/d#CENTNAt,S£
ID·~:30NON•FRI
ZSS•lJ.JJO

ACROSS
1 Chinese
pagoda
4 Beef animal
9 Old pronoun
12 High mountain
13 Passageway

10·4 .$AT

lake

21 Grape refuse

••
••
•••
•

•

:
•
:

.~
The largest Gameroom
in the University area.

tfn

SA\' \'OUH NOTICF.S here.

NOW you can buy
at Wholesale Prices-No Gimmicks

STEREO & VIDEO
Call 884-3336

ask for Sam

'

·y2 PRICE
0

-

..

Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

Magazines'
from
1897·1981
EVERYTHING
Alway.s

1J2 Price!
Back Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors

Recortls

% PRICE BOOKS!
Central At University
Phone: 842-0624

NEW' USED
/o,. WOMEN, MEN • CHIL OREN

15 Rumors
17 Wherewithal
19 Dye plant
20 Mountain

:
:
:•

9. Las Noticias

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

S£tDNDHAND CLOTHES

14 Tiny

•••
•

VISA - MASTERCAROS ISSUEJJ quickly! No
credit cne,k! Guaranteed! Free <lelails, Send selfaddressed, stamped en\'elope: Creditline Box 334AY, Rye, NH 03870.
3/26
n:ACIIER-PRINGIPAL WANTS to house sit or
excloange June-Jtliy !982. Excellent references 6627692, evenings 672·385 t, afternoons only.
3126

TEST.. ANXIETY?

CLAIM YOUR (.OST possessions at Campus Police
ii:OO a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

5. For Sale

7. Travel

6. Employment

2. Lost & Found

.,.,-agon

JOB INJIORMATJON: DALLAS, Houston,
Oversea•, Alaska, $20,000 to $50,0QO possible. 602·
998·0426 Dept. 0924 Phone. call refundable.
3122
E~RN Sl!l-530 r~lsln~ ft1nd~ for ACORN thl1
Saturday, Ga11247·9792 from 9:00.3:00,
3/Ui
PEAc•: CORPS IS looking for individuals to serve
in developing countries. Your college degree or two
Y~ars full time worl< experience required. Cali
UI'IM's Peace C9rp Recrui1er at277·2961.
3/26
JOBS! STUOF;NT PART and full time jobs
available• Guamnteed. Skilled and Unskilled. Cali
today. Sun Jobs Inc. 262-1752.
3/26

4. Housing

AIM'S EU:L'TiiOL\'SIS Cl.INIC permnmnl hair
r~movat, eyebrows shaped. State lice.nsed. Also The
Uody WraJl 2SS·6800.
3/22
UNl\t CIIAPI't:RAI.S TRVOUlSI I Pick up
applicarions in Student Activities Office Room 106
of the New Mexico Sludent Union Building.
Applications due April 8, orienlation meeting April
ll, Clinic begins April 13, and 1ryouu Aprill7. Call
277-4706 fllt further informal ion.
4/8
t'lf;.-.·rA, Flt:STA, J'lf:STA. This years fiesta will be
ll1e fine•t .ever. April 22·25 Upper Johnson field;
food, mu!ic fun, sun and more for everyone and
C\'Cry euhure. Reserve your boalh now. Don't be
lale. Cnii277-5S28 or 277·2328.
3/26
t'lt:STA T·SlllltTS IIAV~ arrived, Only 100
available for· 1982 fiesta. Oet yours now f1>r 56.00,
or for $6.50 during the fies1as. Colar: white on
black. Plcale help support your fiesras, "The
celebration in every language." Call 2.77•2328 or
277-5528 for more infarmalion,
3/26
KNAPTON f'OR I'Rf'.Silli·:NT A candodate
dedicated ro making posilivc changes In ASUNM.
Expanding !IUdcnt ser>i,~s. elimlnallng wasteful
spending, hiring policy based on merh. Vote Marco
31 for u New ASUNM.
3126
SK'VI>IVING IS GREAT! l'ind out more at club
meeting Wednesday Match 24 8:00 p.nt, 2nd ncar
SUB.
3124

Covered

RUILIJEH'S I'ROIILI';M, YOU gain brand new 2bedroom 1000 square fool house, single garage on
Arnh11rst S.E. C~ll !la~ at Best lluiit Homes far
mar~ inforrnallon888.4128,
3/26
St<;E; n, I.OVE it. UNM ~rea 2 bedroom, small
study, fireplace, screened parch, beautiful Yard.
s1orm wi~dows, garge enciased. $145 includes water,
266-1079.
. .
3/26
IIOUSE UOWNTOWN SILVER street. Two
bedroom $325 247-8647.
3/24
A SPACE; AGE $175.00 House. 13lks to UNM.
Privalely fenced. Sun ll,e~tals. :.62-1751.
3/26
AI'TS ,_ HOUSES available. $80.00 and up, Kids,
pets no problem. Cali Sun Rentals. 262-1751. 3/26
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AcrosstromUNM
Next to Don Pancho's

:
•

247-A12o

:
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23 Blunderingly
27 Arab chief
29 Electrified
particles
30 Digraph
31 Yellow ocher
32 Speechify
34 Arabian garment
35 King of
Bash an
36 Devastation
37 Melancholy
39 Propose for

office
42 Timetable
abbrs.
43 Goals
44 Girl's name

46 Interest
48 Buccaneers

51 Lubricate
52
54
55
56

Lasso
Greek letter
Footlike part
Palntul spots

57 Stitch
DOWN

1 Sailor'
2·Beverage
3 Clothing

4 Hindu garment
5Name
6Worm
7 - Paso
B Stayed
9 Plunking
sound
10 Chicken
11 Affirmative
16 Formerly
18 Sea eagles
20Jog
21 Stone worker
22 Friend: Sp.
24 Laughing
25 Of a lobe
26 Time periods
28 Wastrels
331nlets
341nflates
36 Skating .........
38 Frog genus

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

40 Repasts
41 Choice part
45 Time periods
46Soak up
47 Cravat

481:quality
49 Summer: Fr.

50 Noticed
53 Zeus's
beloved

